
Cinderella Panto 2014-15 
 

Sunny-mead 

Sep 16, 2014 - 12:34PM 

Re: Cinderella - Cardiff 

Hello Mr Charming :)   Clobber on ... 

 

johartuk 

Sep 16, 2014 - 12:44PM 

Re: Cinderella - Cardiff 

Prince Charming, Cinderella and the glass slipper:- 

                                              

Prince Charming, Cinderella, Dandini, Fairy Godmother and Buttons:-  

 



Sunny-mead                                                                                                             

Sep 16, 2014 - 1:06PM                                                                                                     

Re: Cinderella - Cardiff 

A few more :) 

 
Jazzylou 

Sep 16, 2014 - 1:33PM 

Re: Cinderella - Cardiff 

Are you going to Cinderella this year Tanith? 

Thanks for the photos Sunny-Mead, how gorgeous he looks! Shame he is wearing a shirt this 

year but I've always loved puffy sleeves so I'm happy. Not sure if I can wait until the end 

before I see it!  

Sunny-mead 
Sep 16, 2014 - 2:07PM 

Re: Cinderella - Cardiff......and an Interview :)  

 



maggiemay 

Sep 16, 2014 - 2:47PM 

Re: Cinderella - Cardiff 

Great fun photo of Lee posted on twitter by @huwjohnpics the 

photographer at the press launch today. 

 

If somebody could do a link please. 

Sunny-mead 

Sep 16, 2014 - 3:54PM 

Re: Cinderella - Cardiff 

Here we go   

 

 

 

Another Liz 

Sep 16, 2014 - 3:55PM 

Re: Cinderella – Cardiff 

 
Digging around for panto stuff today, I have just come upon this wonderful article via @feedthesprout 

on Twitter on why "Teaisprettyawsome" feels she just has to interview the panto cast - she's 

Meadmushed before she's even started!   

 

 

 

 

Why I Have To Do The New Theatre Panto Interview    
Sam Sprout (Editor) 
Posted by Teaisprettyawesome from Cardiff - Published on 12/09/2014 at 12:44 



. I don’t quite understand why I’m writing this, 
except for the fact that I need to explain why I 
feel I need to do the New Theatre Panto interviews. 

So here goes; laugh all you want. 
Some of you who know me outside of the matrix 
will know that I’m a qualified singing teacher. 
Some of these folks may know that I specialised 
in Musical Theatre, but very few of you will know 
of the dark period in my teenage years that my 
boyfriend refers to as my Lee Mead ‘fangirl’ 
phase. There was even a massive poster 
involved. Of Mr Mead in his Joseph costume 
Yep, that costume.   
No; it’s not as creepy, or stalkery, as you think. 
This was not an “I fancy him so he’s great” kind 
of thing. It’s true that he did win Heat’s ‘Torso of 
the Month’ but shhh. I loved him for his talent. 

 

Any Dream Will Do 

On the stage he was (and still is) an absolute joy to watch. He inspired me to go for what I wanted, and for 
that he will always be my hero. For those poor, poor individuals who don’t know who Lee Mead is, he’s now 
in Casualty. But he’s also a West End star. After years of floating about as an unappreciated understudy, he 
was shot into the limelight by BBC’s Any Dream Will Do (which aired in 2007), wherein Andrew Lloyd Webber 
looked for the lucky man who would star in his upcoming production of Joseph and The Amazing Technicolor 

Dreamcoat (incidentally, my favourite musical).  
Musical Theatre was, at this point in my life, my world: I had finally found something that I could throw all of 
my energy into, and had happily embraced the beauty of combining my knowledge of Stanislavski’s method, 
whilst ignoring most of my singing teacher’s advice and blowing up my vocal chords (don’t do that, it’s stupid). 
  
And I heard Lee singing the Rolling Stones’ Paint It Black. I’ve heard many versions of this song, even Lee’s 
album version (too edited by some stupid studio fools) and nothing... comes... close! I’m adding it to the article 
and you need to watch it. The quality is awful but look at his eyes when you can. Just wow. 
Anyway, my need for Lee to win was so great that I didn’t watch the final when it aired live. You may think 
that’s strange, but the fact is I was due to do my Grade Five Musical Theatre exam the following Monday and 
I knew that if, by some horribly biased voting system (I’m from Northern Ireland, we’re used to those) Mr Mead 
didn’t win, I would’ve been too devastated to have had a hope of passing. As it went, however, I did pass, and 
he did win.  Months later, my scheming mother and sister presented me with tickets to see Lee as Joseph.  
 
They’d hid this from me for months! We were going to London!  
When December came around (Showtime!) I got a horrible bout of influenza; I almost couldn’t go. But I was 
filled with vitamin C and bundled onto the plane. It was everything I’d ever hoped for: he was spectacular.  
 

Ash clouds, Wicked and finally meeting Lee 
Fast forward to 2010. A mature eighteen-year-old stage school applicant is preparing for her Associate 
Diploma in Musical Theatre and has already done one Youth Music Theatre course (look them up and apply). 
That course allowed me to meet Rachel Tucker (A Northern Irish runner-up in name only from BBC’s I’d Do 

Anything- the follow up to Any Dream - and incidentally, the one I’d wanted to win!). Lee Mead in his loincloth 
was still on my bedroom wall, but I had slightly lost track of his career (what with my A-Levels and everything). 
But I’d starred in (and helped orchestrate) my school’s own production of Joseph... which was really their only 
musical worth talking about! Anyway, I was heading back to London after having received a call-back for a 
stage school. 
My life was awesome, except for that Icelandic ash cloud being a thing, which meant that I’d had to sit on a 16-
hour coach from Belfast. But if I’d flown, I would never have got to the bus station and been greeted by my  
 



lovely Lee’s face on a massive poster advertising him as Fiero in Wicked. My wonderful mother immediately 
got us tickets for the night after my audition. So, we went. 
In my excitement I didn’t notice that the aforementioned Ms Tucker was playing Elphaba until I got the 
programme! The show was brilliant: seeing Lee and Rachel share a stage was amazing, because I’d actually 
chatted to her. See how chilled I am about meeting the stars? This time I was going to be at that stage door, 
just to shake his hand and thank him for all the inspiration. 
There we were, my mother and I, at the stage door and I’m chatting away to all the cast as they walk past. Its 
midweek, so there aren’t that many people hanging around to grab autographs. We were just waiting on Lee 
and Rachel, and I was so excited to see them both. 
Lee came out of the stage door and I managed to squeal “Lee!” in response to which he came straight over. I 
opened up my mouth to launch into a torrent of admiration and 
Unfortunately, I was far too ill to stand at the stage door and get to meet my idol. It was horrible. *Cue violins*  
 

I couldn’t speak 
I could sort of make “uhhrrh” noises and nod with my mouth gaping open. I’m sure that it’s clear from this 
article that I’m never at a loss for words.  
Ever! Argh! 
It’s obvious, I think, and understandable that Lee now probably thinks I’m not the full shilling. He clearly thinks 
my mum is also there as my career. He’s a perfect gentleman, though, and chats to my mum: asking where 
we’ve come from with accents like ours and being flattered that this is our second show of his. He points out 
that Rachel is from Belfast too and that she’ll be out soon. My mum says, “Oh yes, ‘TeaIs Pretty Awesome’ 
(consistent alias-ing there!) was on a wee course where Rachel was a guest mentor, weren’t you darling?” I 
nod and grunt. I sound like Mr Bean! 
Kill me now. 
He signs my ticket and shakes our hands and is just so normal that it makes me want to run into the path of a 
passing taxi. And he walks away. Done. Gone. No take backsides 
 

"My mum still thinks this is the funniest thing ever..." 
This is the kind of thing that my brain reminds me of at 4am. 'Hey, you! Remember how stupid you were? 
Yeah, let’s relive all of that in slow motion!' 
My mum still thinks this is the funniest thing ever and took great joy in telling my boyfriend the story when they 
met. And he tells everyone now. I need to make this right. I know I can. This haunts me.  
I need to re-meet him and show him that I’m not the person he thought I was (i.e. not differently abled). I also 
need to prove to myself that I can talk to him and not behave like a gibbering idiot. If need be I will print out 
this article and simply hand it over to him to read at his leisure (Hey, Lee? Wanna help the Sprout? We’re 
cool, honest.). After a photo, obviously, I managed to not even get one of those; my phone was still off from 
the performance! Oh, dearie me, I hope I get the chance to rectify the most embarrassing thing ever (even 
more embarrassing that my whole school seeing my pants! True story, that. But I’ve already said too much). 
I’m so excited at the very prospect. Help a brother out, you. And who knows, I might make an idiot out of 
myself again, for your reading pleasure! (Just kidding!) 

 

 

 

 

 

Sunny-mead 

Sep 16, 2014 - 4:19PM 

Re: Cinderella - Cardiff 

Thanks ALiz for finding that good read :) 

 

 



Sunny-mead 

Sep 16, 2014 - 4:49PM 

Re: Cinderella – Cardiff                                                                                                                

New Theatre, Cardiff 

 

 
 

Greycat 

Sep 16, 2014 - 8:59PM 

Re: Cinderella - Cardiff 

                                                                                                                                                             

Nice pics! 

Here's an article and further photos (as re-tweeted by Lee) from Wales-on-line:  

Lee's looking rather tanned!!! 

 
Gareth Thomas set to have a ball after launch of Cinderella at 
Cardiff's New Theatre 
Wales-on-line 18:19, 16 September 2014 By David Owens  

Gareth 'Alfie' Thomas, Lee Mead and Linda Lusardi will be entertaining audiences over the festive period in 
the Welsh capital 



The cast of Cinderella includes (l-r): Andy Jones 

(Buttons); Linda Lusardi (Fairy Godmother); Lee 

Mead (Prince Charming); Holly Bluett 

(Cinderella); and Gareth Thomas (Dandini). 

 

The stars came out early at the New 
Theatre – for the launch of this year’s 
big panto, Cinderella. 
This year’s pantomime at the city 
centre venue will feature familiar faces 
including former Welsh rugby 

international Gareth “Alfie” Thomas, 

playing Dandini. 
Comedian Mike Doyle will take up his 
customary role as an ugly sister, 
starring alongside singer and actor Lee 
Mead as Prince Charming and actress 
and former glamour girl Linda Lusardi, 

who plays The Fairy Godmother. Rising local star Holly Bluett takes on the title role. 

 

For Bridgend-born rugby hero Alfie, retirement from rugby and a second career in 
showbiz has given him a whole new lease of life. 
And he says he can’t wait to get started on his second pantomime. 
“I played the genie in Aladdin in Wrexham two years ago and it gave me the bug for 
wanting to do more,” he said. “I love it because it’s the one time of the year when 

it’s okay to be laughed at and laugh at yourself. “And of course, the fact I’m performing in Cardiff, the city I’ve 
called home for a long time, that’s a special thing.” 
 
The Welsh capital is a familiar city too for Lee Mead. 
The performer who rose to prominence after winning BBC’s Any Dream Will Do talent search, is now starring 
in Casualty and lives close to the TV show’s studios in Cardiff Bay. 
“This is a local gig for me,” he says. “I can walk into work. 
“Cardiff has just been voted number one city in the UK to live hasn’t it and I can’t disagree with that.” 
Mead says he was a latecomer to panto but is making up for lost time now. 
“My biggest regret was not doing panto sooner. My first panto was at The Mayflower Theatre in Southampton 
playing Jack in Jack and the Beanstalk. 
“Since then I’ve done three years in the row and last year, I was Robin Hood in Plymouth.” 
The former husband of Denise Van Outen says he loves pantomime because it’s all-encompassing. 
It’s so much fun. It’s such a different type of theatre. You go and see a play and you get a certain crowd, but 
with panto you’ve got all ages coming along. 
“My daughter who is only four will be coming along and then you get grandparents who are in their 90s and 
you get everything in between. It’s wonderful to see that. 
“It’s a special time of year for families and to be part of that is special.” 
 
Linda Lusardi, who will star in Cinderella with her husband and panto director Sam Kane – who also plays one of the 
Ugly Sisters – was last in Cardiff 14 years ago but can’t wait to renew old acquaintances. 
“I was here when the children were little, and I had a fab time. We made lifelong friends that we will be seeing 
when we’re here. 
“We’ve got a great place to stay, the shops are fantastic, we’re just looking for a place to book for our 
Christmas Day lunch!” 
:: Cinderella is at the New Theatre from Saturday, December 13 to Sunday, January 18. Tickets from the box 
office on 029 2087 8889 or via www.newtheatrecaridff.co.uk 
 

 



 

 
 

johartuk 

Sep 16, 2014 - 10:05PM 

Re: Cinderella - Cardiff 

He does look like he's been in contact with a tanning booth!  

Jazzylou 

Sep 17, 2014 - 10:29PM 

Re: Cinderella - Cardiff 

That interview photo is quite funny, it looks like Lee is in two places at the same time as the 

guy in the front of the shot looks like him too! Seeng double! 

Love the panto pics. 

Cassie 

Sep 17, 2014 - 11:08PM 

Re: Cinderella - Cardiff 

I thought just the same. I thought there was a mirror involved until I noticed the shirts were 

different colours! 

Another Liz 
Sep 17, 2014 - 11:24PM 

Re: Cinderella - Cardiff 

If you go on to the Rex Features page for Lee, they have added lots of lovely Panto photos: 

      Linky-Thing  

http://www.rexfeatures.com/search/?kw=lee+mead&order=newest&iso=GBR&lkw=&viah=Y&stk=N&sft=&search_action_desktop=


Tanith Panic 

Sep 18, 2014 - 4:08AM 

Re: Cinderella - Cardiff 

Some lovely ones there, but what a shame one of the nicest has Rex printed right across Lee's 

face. Copyright protection, I suppose. 

Curly Liz 

Sep 18, 2014 - 1:52PM 

Re: Cinderella - Cardiff 

Ooooh! very nice!....such a charming 'Prince Charming'...love the outfit too. 

 

No 'open shirt' (well not open enough! IMO  ) in this Panto!... shame! 

Perhaps a little 'Imagination' is required this year ladies! or... 
maybe as 'Mistress of the Robes' (White Jeans  ) I could organise a slight costume 

malfunction!    

 

Thanks everyone for the pics...nice ones on 'Rex' too. 

Thanks for the link A/Liz...  

maggiemay 

Sep 18, 2014 - 5:53PM 

Re: Cinderella - Cardiff 

Thanks for the Rex Features link Another Liz, some gorgeous photos 

on there. 

 

Tanith Panic 

Sep 19, 2014 - 4:04AM 

Re: Cinderella - Cardiff 

I'll be going to Cinderella in early January Jazzylou. Go go go with those scissors Curly Liz! 

 

Curly Liz 

Sep 19, 2014 - 8:52AM 

Re: Cinderella - Cardiff 

   Tanith  ...scissors have been carefully sharpened and packed safely in my case 

already...   

The 'Mistress of the Robes' must always be ready for any costume malfunctions!........ 

Not sure about causing them however...   

All in a good cause though! 

Tee! hee!   

 

 

 

 



Tanith Panic 

Sep 20, 2014 - 4:31AM 

Re: Cinderella - Cardiff 

I volunteer to be the naughty yobbo who creeps in and vandalises the costume so that you and 

your magic scissors have to step in! 

Another Liz 

Oct 24, 2014 - 4:23PM 

Re: Cinderella - Cardiff 

Promotional video now on line  :   Linky-Thing 

 

LynneD                                                                                                                                      

Oct 25, 2014 - 11:37AM                                                                                                         

Re: Cinderella - Cardiff 

Thanks for the link A Liz.   

Gorgeous close-ups.    

Greycat 

Dec 13, 2014 - 11:57AM 

Re: Cinderella - Cardiff 

First proper public performance of Cinderella this afternoon - I'm sure some forum members 

are in Cardiff right now! Looking forward to the reviews     
 

In the meantime, I thought Lee's selfie from before yesterday's final dress rehearsal was worth 

reposting: 

First run of the show as Prince Charms! 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jKSL3TFLkqc


LynneD 

Dec 13, 2014 - 3:03PM 

Re: Cinderella - Cardiff 

Thanks Greycat. He's always been our Prince Charming, hasn't he?   

Hope the first performance is going well. Can't wait for the reviews.  

Greycat 

Dec 13, 2014 - 7:11PM 

Re: Cinderella - Cardiff 
While we wait for reviews, there are some nice pics in this article from Wales on Line                  

 
Gareth Thomas and friends prepare for opening of Cinderella 
at Cardiff's New Theatre 

wales online  06:00, 13 December 2014 by Alison Sanders 

The show stars former Wales international Gareth Thomas and actor Lee Mead and runs for five weeks at the 
historic theatre 

         

Lee Mead (Prince Charming) and Gareth "Alfie" Thomas who plays Dandini in the pantomime of Cinderella, New Theatre, Cardiff. 

 
Gareth Thomas and Lee Mead are in Cardiff as they prepare for the city’s big panto Cinderella which opens at 
the New Theatre today. 
For the next five weeks, Thomas and Mead will be performing at the historic theatre every night in the venue’s 
annual pantomime which this year takes on the legendary tale of Cinderella. 
 

For former Welsh rugby international Thomas this will be his second pantomime after playing the genie in 
Aladdin in Wrexham two years ago. 
He plays Dandini at the Cardiff venue and said it was “special” that he would be performing in the capital 
describing it as “the city I’ve called home for a long time”. 
 

He performs alongside singer and actor Mead who plays Prince Charming. The former Any Dream Will Do 
contestant has starred in Casualty and lives close to the show’s studios in Cardiff Bay. 
This year’s show also features local star Holly Bluett as Cinderella and comedian Andy Jones as Buttons. 
 
While former glamour girl and panto regular Linda Lusardi will bring some sparkle as The Fairy Godmother 
and her husband and panto director Sam Kane will play one of the Ugly Sisters alongside Mike Doyle. 
Cinderella runs at the New Theatre until Sunday, January 18. 
Tickets are available from 029 2087 8889 or via wwww.newtheatrecardiff.co.uk 

http://www.newtheatrecardiff.co.uk/what's-on/pantomime-cinderella/


 

 

 

 



Joan 

Dec 15, 2014 - 8:57AM 

Re: Cinderella - Cardiff 

Now Lee has the first weekend of Panto under his belt   

I can't wait to hear your reviews. 

Oh & a few photo's if you have them  

LCBoniti                                                                                                                                              

Dec 15, 2014 - 11:10PM                                                                                                                                    

Prince Charming (i.e. Cinderella) **SPOILER ALERT** thread 

Most everyone is probably going to panto at some time and so don't want any spoilers - but 

there are a few of us who will not make it and really don't fancy waiting till January for reviews 

and photos.  

So, opening this up in case anyone feels like sharing . . . pretty please?  

johartuk 

Dec 16, 2014 - 3:37PM 

Re: Cinderella - Cardiff 

Tonight, is Press Night for the Panto - Break A Leg Lee and the rest of the cast!  

Greycat 

Dec 17, 2014 - 12:14PM 

Re: Cinderella - Cardiff 

I haven't seen any press reviews yet but found this on Trip Advisor:  Linky-Thing 

 

Good to see that both parents and children seem to be enjoying Cinderella  

Joan 
Dec 19, 2014 - 9:18AM 

Re: Prince Charming (i.e. Cinderella) **SPOILER ALERT** thread 

poor Lee it looks as if no one has been to see panto this year  

Greycat 

Dec 19, 2014 - 12:32PM 

Re: Cinderella – Cardiff 

 

First press review I've found! And it's a good one   

Note: The review has some details about the panto (a couple of Lee's songs are named etc) 

that people still to see the panto may wish to avoid if they don't like spoilers. 

As well as the above review, the South Wales Argus has a short interview with Lee: 

 

And he also gets a mention in this article!    

 

http://www.tripadvisor.co.uk/ShowUserReviews-g186460-d3655248-r244725127-New_Theatre-Cardiff_Southern_Wales_Wales.html


 

Review: Cinderella, New Theatre, Cardiff 
First published Friday 19 December 2014  

in Reviewsby Andy Howells 

 
 

One can't help but notice that looking at this year’s line-up for the New 
Theatre's pantomime that it has more stars than usual. Casualty's Lee 
Mead, Welsh Rugby legend Gareth "Alfie" Thomas, Sam Kane, Linda 
Lusardi, Welsh comedians Andy Jones and Mike Doyle and last but not 
least Barry's own rising star, actress Holly Bluett. 
 

 
Featuring an impressive line-up however doesn't always guarantee success, a pantomime has to capture the 
whole family's attention for over two hours as well as adding a little extra something special to well-trodden 
fairy-tale story-line. That something special certainly exists in multitudes with Cinderella, each of the all-star 
line-up bringing something individual to the table. 
Gareth Thomas stage appeal goes far beyond having a strong fan following, his role as Dandini allows him to 
gently poke fun at his real-life persona as well as allow him to endure several bouts of slapstick humour in 
character. 
 

Lee Mead is the suave Prince Charming, ready to set not only Cinder's heart aflutter but also many female 
fans as he sings several numbers including Pharrel's Happy and Any Dream Will Do. 
Sam Kane and Mike Doyle deliver a larger than life comedic portrayal of The Ugly sisters Alisha and Amanda, 
getting as many laughs as they do boos and hisses. 
Andy Jones and Linda Lusardi are essential ingredients to the production as Buttons and The Fairy 
Godmother respectively. Both have a distinct knack in classic vaudevillian delivery, in Andy's case with a dash 
of Eric Morecambe comedy in places while Linda shows diversity with a comedic tongue twister of an 
exchange with The Ugly Sisters as well as performing a song and dance routine with The Lori Guppy 
Dancers. 
Holly Bluett makes her professional panto debut as Cinder's and is the icing on the cake of an already 
talented cast proving her worth as a singer, dancer and actress. Her duet with Lee Mead is certainly a 
moment to savour. 
 

The shows comic highlights belong to Thomas's Dandini pairing with The Ugly Sisters on the song I'm sexy 
and I Know It and Lusardi, Mead, Jones and Thomas coming together for traditional slapstick comedy on If I 
was Not a Panto Star… 
 
For everything you could ever want in a traditional pantomime and more besides Cinderella will have you 
whooping, cheering and crying with laughter - don’t miss this festive treat of a show. Runs until January 18, 
2015. 
 
Andy Howells 
 
 
    
 
 
 
 



Lee Mead takes to the stage as Prince Charming 
First published Friday 19 December 2014 in Theatre by Andy Howells 

   
4683756) 

Andy Howells meets Lee Mead, Prince Charming in this 
year’s New Theatre pantomime production of Cinderella. 
2014 has been a busy year for Lee Mead, having 
undertaken a solo music tour, taking on a regular role in 
Casualty and currently performing as Prince Charming in 
the New Theatre panto Cinderella throughout the festive 
season. 
 

“It’s a right laugh and a special time for the audience,” 
Lee tells me, “My biggest regret is not doing this sooner. 
Kudos first approached me to do these seven years ago, 
I wasn’t sure if it was something I’d want to do. The first 
one I did was Jack and the Beanstalk in Southampton 
two years ago, then Robin Hood last year in Plymouth 
and now I’m hooked!” 
 

Lee, the 2007 winner of the BBC talent show Any Dream 
Will Do in which he won the coveted role of Joseph in 
Andrew Lloyd Webber’s revival of Joseph and His 
Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat has been busy 
recording albums and touring in a variety of stage 
musicals in recent years. He joined the cast of Casualty 
as a regular early this year. 
 

Recently, he completed a series of gigs across the UK in 
which he performed stripped back renditions of popular 
musical hits. “I always spend a lot of time making sure 
that the quality of the show is good,” says Lee. “I get 

weekends off and that’s the only time to go back to London to see my daughter. I don’t want to be working all 
week and not see her for a fortnight. I do one show a month. I see her on a Saturday until Sunday do a sound 
check then go straight to the gig.” 
Lee’s transition from playing gigs to treading the boards was immediate having begun rehearsals for 
Cinderella on completion of the tour. In order to be in Cinderella, he is also getting some time off from the TV 
wards of Casualty. “The past two or three months I’ve had storylines which have been shot but they won’t be 
shown until four months from now as its filmed four months in advance,” he says. “It’s really nice as it looks 
like I’ll be staying on in Casualty for a second year. I'm excited about that as Lofty is a nice role.”  

Lee is also looking forward to treading the boards as Prince Charming in Cinderella,” It’s a brilliant line up, 
“says Lee of the panto, “and with Gareth Thomas involved - he is Wales! I’ll be singing a few songs hopefully; 
it’s a nice cast and a great story” 

http://www.southwalesargus.co.uk/author/profile/43186/


“We’ve got a beautiful theatre as well. I was at The New Theatre, a few years ago in a tour of Joseph and a 
rock show of Tommy so it’s nice to come back for a longer stint.” 
Lee will be releasing a new album and touring once again in the New Year this time featuring performances of 
songs from MGM musicals, he will also be recommencing work on Casualty. “I like been busy but I also like 
been back home on a weekend,” he says. 

Panto stars' secrets for getting it right on the night 
 

Wales Online 
 

10:03, 19 December 2014 By Karen Price 

 

What does it take to pull it off as 

a dame, baddie or a Prince 

Charming? We ask those in the 

know 
Phylip Harries, Elin Llwyd, Lee Mead  

and Valerie Cutko are in panto mode 

THE DAME 
Phylip Harries has played the Dame in the panto at Clwyd Theatre Cymru in Mold 10 times. This year he’s back as 
Dame Dolly Dumplings in Jack and the Beanstalk The Rock and Roll Panto, which plays for 70 performances until 
January 24. 

* To begin with, always remember you’re a bloke in a dress. Whether sporting hairy arms or traditional gloves, let your 
masculinity shine through. Then make sure you’ve got a top make-up artist and dresser to look after you. Those quick 
changes can’t be done without their help. 

* When you get on stage find a catchphrase that’s simple and effective. This will help you engage with the audience; 

remember they are always your friends. 

* When you pick on someone in the audience, make sure they’re friendly. There’s nothing worse than someone who 
thinks they’re funnier than you. But if a gag doesn’t work don’t worry. Turn it to your advantage by sharing its awfulness 

with the audience. 

* Try to get an extensive wardrobe of costumes, and then at least if the audience doesn’t like you, they can always 
comment on your frocks. 

* When playing a long run of panto look after yourself. Take what it needs, legally, to keep you on your feet. Dr Theatre 
will kick in eventually. 

* There’s never such a thing as a new joke. Just amend an old one to suit your style. There’s nothing wrong with being 
the “thief of bad gags”. 

* Don’t forget you are only one cog in the machine that is panto. You depend on the team that is around you. Never get 

too big for your comedy boots! 

* Most importantly, don’t forget to have fun! If something goes wrong on stage, and it will, enjoy the moment with the  
audience. Never exclude them from what’s happening around you. 

THE LEADING LADY 
Elin Llwyd is playing principal girl at The Riverfront in Newport for the third year. First, she was Maid Marion in Robin 
Hood, last year she was Beauty in Beauty And The Beast and now she’s Alice Fitzwarren in Dick Whittington, which 
runs until January 4. 

* The principal girl is always lucky to get the prettiest and most glittery dresses. All the girls in the audience should want 

to be like her and dress like her so make sure you look the part. 

* Winning the audience over from the beginning is so important, especially when you’re a “good” character. So make 
sure you connect with them from the off by chatting directly to them as if they’re your oldest friends. You know you’ve 

succeeded when they get involved, cheer for you and “ahhh” when you get to marry the Prince! 



* It’s easy to think that every panto heroine is the same, but they all have quite different characteristics and there’s a 
different role to play in each panto. Make sure your leading lady has a particular trait which stands out. I’m loving getting 
to explore each one in turn. Alice is definitely a strong character, and someone who is very determined. However, she is 
also quite indecisive at times, which gets the audience going. 

PRINCE CHARMING 
Lee Mead shot to fame after winning the title role in the 2007 West End revival of Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor 
Dreamcoat through the BBC TV casting show Any Dream Will Do. 

He’s since become a West End fixture, starring in Wicked, Legally Blonde: The Musical and The West End Men, not to 
mention acting in BBC One medical drama Casualty. 

He stars as Prince Charming in Cinderella at Cardiff’s New Theatre, opposite Gareth Thomas and Linda Lusardi until 

January 18. 

* Well, firstly, I guess it takes a lot of charm to play the role of Prince Charming. He didn’t earn that title for nothing, you 
know. 

* Break away from the mould. I really like the way that (director and one half of the Ugly Sisters) Sam Kane has asked 
me to play the Prince. The predictable choice would have been to play the easy option and just be all dreamy and 
suave. There are, of course, elements of that in this Prince Charming, but we have gone for a prince that is naively 
arrogant with a regal charm. A bit like Gaston from Beauty and The Beast, but without the muscle! We still wanted him 
to be a nice guy and have a fun side and that comes across most when he is with Dandini, played by Gareth Thomas. 

* Draw on your past experiences. Fortunately, it’s my second time playing a prince. I was Prince Fiyero in the musical 
Wicked. So that has helped a lot. 
 
THE BADDIE 
Valerie Cutko is the Wicked Queen in Swansea Grand Theatre’s production of Snow White and The Seven Dwarfs, 
which runs until January 7. 
 
* Take any opportunity to scare small children! Practice on your own little ones – nieces, nephews, grandchildren and 
random ill-behaved toddlers in the supermarket. Stressed mums, who wish they could respond similarly, will be grateful. 
 
* During the festive season cultivate a proper attitude: Don’t care what anyone thinks. Note: You may enjoy this so 
much you choose to continue this practice all year round. 
 
* Indulge in dramatic make-up, regardless of your gender. If your glitter, eyeliner and arched brows draw stares, refer to 
previous suggestion. 
 
* Develop your own personal wicked laugh. Surround yourself with witty friends. Watch stand-up and classic sitcoms. 
For particularly offensive derisory laughter, watch Prime Minister’s Question Time 
 

maggiemay 

Dec 19, 2014 - 5:15PM 
Re: Prince Charming (i.e. Cinderella) **SPOILER ALERT** thread 

Eagerly awaiting reviews of the panto from the lucky people that have seen it so far, I am 

hoping to go very soon. 

Ro has done a preliminary review on her Timeline page. It sounds 

brilliant. 

Tanith Panic 

Dec 20, 2014 - 5:14AM 

Re: Cinderella - Cardiff 

Lovely reviews, thanks for sharing. I'm a little concerned about something I saw on Facebook, it 

mentioned that yesterday (Friday) was Lee's day off and he spent it recording his Christmas 

radio show. Does that mean he isn't in the panto on Fridays, as I have bought a ticket for 

January 2nd. I can't complain too much as I'm also going on the 3rd and 4th, but it would be 

nice to know what's happening there. Thanks. 



Greycat 

Dec 20, 2014 - 5:39AM 

Re: Cinderella - Cardiff 

Don't worry Tanith, as far as I know, Lee should appear at every show during the panto's run 

(unless he's ill of course). He was able to record his radio show yesterday as Friday was a day 

off for all of the cast. They generally have one day week off but the actual day varies during the 

run as they work around the Christmas and New Year holidays. 

Tanith Panic 

Dec 21, 2014 - 5:02AM 

Re: Cinderella – Cardiff                                                                                                          

Ah thank you for reassuring me! Illness is a scary thought but, like weather, unpredictable. 

Hope to see lots of familiar faces soon. 
Ingrid 

Dec 20, 2014 - 10:27AM 

Re: Prince Charming (i.e. Cinderella) **SPOILER ALERT** thread 

Oh yes we did Joan! 

Was hoping someone more observant than me was going to do a write up but as that has not 

happened so far here goes. 

I went on my own to see panto on Thursday night. 

My traveling companion went to a gig at The Sherman. 

Arrived at the rather quaint old Theatre and enjo*** the pre-show hubbub. Lots of excited 

children in the audience. 

Have realized that I haven't time to do this review properly so will just concentrate on the Lee 

part! 
He bounded on stage looking confident and gorgeous and sang a good rendition of "Happy" For 

the role he had to assume a posh voice which he carried off very well.His swagger on stage 

reminded me of the way he performed on "Any Dream Will Do" He had quite a lot of lines and 

seemed to remember them all.The audience were appreciative and the children parti****ted 

well. 

I am pleased to say that it was a pantomime aimed at children. You would expect no more with 

Lee taking part. 

There were more songs including "Any Dream Will Do" and an Olly Murs one. At the very end of 

the Pantomime there was a slapstick routine which Lee was a part of. His timing was good. I 

think that appearing in Pantomime has been good for him. He obviously enjoys the comraderie 

and seems to fit in well where ever he appears. 

I had a great night. Sorry no pictures and didn't wait by the Stage Door. 

Please excuse any spelling mistakes. 

No idea why some of my word include asterisks! 

Ingrid 

Dec 20, 2014 - 2:32PM 

Re: Prince Charming (i.e. Cinderella) **SPOILER ALERT** thread 

"Dance with me tonight"was the Olly Murs song Lee performed with lots of dancing around. A 

very enjoyable number. 

joan 

Dec 20, 2014 - 11:09PM 

Re: Prince Charming (i.e. Cinderella) **SPOILER ALERT** thread 



Oh Thanks Ingrid. 

It sounds as if it is a real family panto. 

Lee's comic timing has always been spot on. 

I think you are right about Panto suiting his strengths 

SueC 

Dec 21, 2014 - 1:46PM 

Re: Prince Charming (i.e. Cinderella) **SPOILER ALERT** thread 

Hi ladies 

Thank you Ingrid for your lovely review. 

Apologies for doing such a late review but we have a new baby girl that I just can't put down 

and the Aussie son flew in from Sydney on Thursday, so you can imagine I have been a bit 

distracted this week !! 
Together with my WJ gang we had a great weekend in Cardiff last week and were lucky enough 

to see the first few shows. I am going to give details, so if you don't want to know anything if 

you are going at a later date, please don't read on. 

There were a few details we felt could have been better but Lee was beyond fabulous. I feel I 

should be honest and tell you the things I didn't much like and although I know my mates 

agreed with me this is just my own opinion on here. As I say, please don't read if you don't 

want to know. 

It was a great traditional Panto in the true sense of the word. We have been spoilt in 

Southampton and Plymouth with very high tec productions but Cardiff served up a lovely 

simple, no 3D spiders, no frills, jolly family entertainment.  

Right from the very first one on the Saturday afternoon it was packed with loads of very excited 

children which was lovely. Lots were dressed as fairies or princesses or pirates etc which added 
to the joy. 

It seemed quite a while until our man made his entrance and I reverted to 4 years old and kept 

muttering to Joem, "how much longer, how much longer". LOL. Sorry Joem, hug.  

At last Buttons made a big deal of yelling "Prince Charming is here" and the usual butterflies in 

our tummies started and then...nothing....no entrance. Since the early Jo days, until he came 

down in the mist, I never really settle until he is right THERE. Joem and I gripped each other’s 

hands and stopped breathing. Buttons yelled again and suddenly there he was. It was all part 

of the act but we may be the wrong side of 40 to cope with frights like that, lol. The next two 

shows didn't faze us at all as we knew what to expect. 

He bounced on stage looking SO beautiful in his Royal blue cloak which he swished with 

abandon and got a huge cheer from the audience. From the start he was totally in control. He 

used his Lord Arthur Voice which I love. Very posh and very controlling, faint. He was so 

confident and the experience of the last two panto's shone through. He WAS Prince Charming 
and we all knew it. He was word perfect and used the stage fully, sweeping and swooshing 

around. I was quite sure he was in love with Cinders right from the off. She was a lovely Welsh 

girl with a soft accent and did very well indeed for her first role. She gets two smackers on the 

lips during the show and lots of cuddles and hugs. I presume she also gets paid every 

month,lol. 

The costumes were fabulous. The Fairy Godmother's dress was a little girl's dream (and some 

WJ girls) and it caught the lights and sparkled all the way through the show.Magic. 

Lee sang his sons very well of course although we did think they had missed a trick by not show 

casing his beautiful voice like they did in the last two panto's. Southampton in particular, with 

Julian on the trapeze singing "My Heart Will Go On" was such a stunning thing we have never 

got over it. The audience around us in S/hampton were all saying "Gosh what a wonderful voice 



that Lee Mead has got". Cardiff could have perhaps given him a bit more special singing time. 

But that's a minor point. 

He seemed so happy ladies. He was enjoying himself so much and it shone through. 

 

The only bits I didn't like and as I said, this is just my own opinion,was firstly the (very funny) 

ugly sisters catchphrase all the way through was "Shut your Face" which they obviously kept 

yelling at the audience. This was a panto just for children who would pick up on this. I'm going 

to sound awful now but if my grandson had been there he would have picked up on it as he's so 

young and used it. I dread to think what his parents would have done if he'd told certain family 

members to shut their faces. Those of you who know about my DIL's family will understand,lol. 

It's a minor point but I wish they had picked something more suitable for children to shriek 

back. 
 

Secondly, Buttons had a scene where he turns into a Fire eater!!!! Yes, a real fire eater, 

including running his flaming torch up and down his arm before eating the flames. The Fairy 

Godmother encourages him and gives a very quick caution to the children "don't do this at 

home" which Buttons then says "or wait until your parents go out”!!!!!. That scene should be 

taken out and I feel safe in saying all my mates agreed with me. I once treated a girl who was 

a fire eater with the Circus and she had very severe facial burns and I've never forgotten her.  

Please don't yell at me. I feel if I do a review I should be honest and tell you as much as I can. 

 

Gareth Edwards did his best but won't be appearing in Stratford doing Shakespeare any time 

soon. That said he was having such fun and the local audience roared every time he came on 

stage. If you are in Wales and a Welsh rugby legend is around it will take the roof off the 
venue. Perhaps we ladies could have done without the strip on stage down to his Red Dragon 

boxer's but our eyes were on Charmers to the left of the stage and wishing naughtily that it was 

him centre stage for that little bit of script. 

 

The slapstick at the end was the funniest I have ever seen It was such a thrill and...big spoiler 

coming up... not only is Lee in it big time but he's nicked the feather duster that plays such a 

part in MM. Those of you that read WJ will understand the hysteria in our ranks when he 

appeared on stage flashing it around. 

There was also a line about "if you go to Barry you will never go back". Again that caused 

hysterics after our experiences in Barry a few years ago. lol. 

It was a wonderful Panto. Try your best to see it if possible ladies. Our man seems so very 

happy and in such a good place.  

When we got back to our hotel for our after show party we found the North Wales Rugby Choir 
were staying and following a performance earlier, they were now in the bar singing and singing 

mostly in Welsh. For us. For free. Oh, it was simply wonderful and they even took requests, 

Bread of Heaven etc. They outsta*** us as we crept up to bed at about 2am and they were still 

going til 3am. We are usually the last to hit the sack at any Meady party but they beat us, lol.  

As always it was so lovely to meet up with everyone. It all went by too quickly of course. Hope 

to see everyone again at the last weekend. 

I dare not preview this as recently that just wipes it all so I will just press send and keep my 

fingers crossed. 

Happy Christmas girls and hears to another Meady New Year xxx 

maggiemay                                                                                                                                                          

Dec 21, 2014 - 4:23PM                                                                                                             

Re: Prince Charming (i.e. Cinderella) **SPOILER ALERT** thread 



Thank you Ingrid and SueC for your lovely reviews, very 

much appreciated. 

 

It's nice to see how happy Lee is lately, he was so relaxed and  

full of beans at his Christmas concert at the Garrick, he so deserves every 

happiness especially after what he must gave gone through in his 

personal life recently, lovely to see him bouncing back. 

 

johartuk                                                                                                                                   

Dec 21, 2014 - 4:27PM                                                                                                                       

Re: Prince Charming (i.e. Cinderella) **SPOILER ALERT** thread                                                     

Thanks for the reviews, ladies!   
That fire-eating scene and Buttons' line do sound like a strange inclusion - I'm surprised they 

didn't realise how irresponsible that scene/line is! 

Incidentally, what song do Prince Charming and Cinders sing together? 

Ingrid 

Dec 22, 2014 - 1:29PM 

Re: Prince Charming (i.e. Cinderella) **SPOILER ALERT** thread                                                                            

Sorry Johartuk. That song was that was sung by Cinderella and Lee was the least memorable to 

me. 

I also fully agree with the comments about "shut your face" and the Fire eating. 

 

maggiemay 

Dec 22, 2014 - 9:13PM 
Re: Prince Charming (i.e. Cinderella) **SPOILER ALERT** thread 

A young lady who is a volunteer usher at New Theatre Cardiff, has 

posted a lovely review of Cinderella. She has posted the link to 

it on her twitter page today @claireydelune. Perhaps someone could 

post the link on here as it is a lovely read. 

Greycat 

Dec 22, 2014 - 9:34PM 

Re: Prince Charming (i.e. Cinderella) **SPOILER ALERT** thread 

I think this is the one you mean Maggiemay - it's a fun review!  

And here's another good review from the Cardiff Times:    

 

 

 

 

 



  Cinderella - New Theatre, Cardiff 
 
 CLAIRE DOES CULTURED STUFF SUNDAY, DECEMBER 21, 2014 

 
IT’S PANTO TIME! And as one of the volunteer ushers at the 
New Theatre, I get to see the panto a minimum of once a 
week…well it’s been on for eight days now and I’ve seen it 
four times already, so I feel like talking about it a bit (shock 
horror, as I’m appalling at keeping this blog updated!)… Let’s 
kick off with a confession: 

 

I wasn’t massively looking forward to panto season. 
 
There, I said it. But let me explain. It’s not that I dislike panto, 
or the idea of this one in particular, not at all. I love a bit of 

panto, went most years as a kid and have paid to see at least a couple of my own free will in recent years. And I think 
Cinderella might’ve been my first ever panto, in Weymouth when I was very small…it’s the first one I remember, anyway. My 
dad won tickets in a quiz on the radio and it had someone from Home and Away in it. I still have a badge that says ‘I love 
Buttons’ hanging around somewhere, because I did love him very much. I might dig it out again, actually. But I digress. The 
thing is, even if a production is great, seeing the same thing multiple times has the potential to get a bit samey. When you 
know the script word for word and can copy the dance routines (I still remember a bit from last year’s Jack and the 
Beanstalk), the magic doesn’t feel quite so magical anymore. And over a month of the same show…well, I was expecting to 
feel a bit ‘ho hum, here we go again’ after my first few viewings, regardless of its quality. 
 
BUT… 
I LOVE IT. 
NO REALLY. 
IT IS MY FAVOURITE PANTO OF ALL THE PANTOS. 
And I’m going to tell you why in bullet points because I’m going to ramble on far too much otherwise…  
 

Cinderella seems a good place to start. Holly Bluett is a gorgeous ‘Gingerella’ (ALWAYS the ginger jokes, WHY is this a thing  
when gingers are so often so much more beautiful than the rest of us? I’d love to be a ginger!) who is so sweet and lovely that 
every single time I see the show I’m rooting for her to have her happy ending, even though I obviously already know she 
does, without even feeling jealous that she gets a handsome prince and I don’t. She deserves one, bless her. I’ve been 
thinking for months ‘Ooh my, this is a very starry cast this year!’ but Holly more than holds her own next to them all. In fact, 
I’ve seen some big audience-bait star names (naming no names ;)) this year that could learn a lot from her, and I hope to see 
her again in future because she’s wonderful! 
 

Lee Mead. Need I say more? 
 

GARETH THOMAS IS A REVELATION. When he was first announced as Dandini I admit I thought it a bold choice but oh my, 
he is showstealingly good. Sexy and I Know It is worth the ticket price alone (now THAT is a scene I never knew how much I 
needed in my life until I saw it) and he is just SO MUCH FUN all the way through. I am laughing now just thinking about some 
of his lines and antics. I’m neither Welsh nor remotely interested in rugby, but Gareth has quickly become one of my heroes 
this week. I can’t even describe what a joy he is, you just need to book and come and see for yourselves x D 
 

I would like to be Fairy Godmother Linda Lusardi when I grow up. Or even just half that fabulous. Could I at least have a 
dress like that, please? She’s so sassy and sparkly and such a rightful hit with the audience that nobody even cares that the 
Fairy Godmother is an easy way out of any potential problem. Because let’s be honest, Cinderella doesn’t actually have the 
strongest plot. Don’t know how you’ll ever find a handsome prince? Call the Fairy Godmother! Can’t go to the ball? Call the 
Fairy Godmother! Stuck in a wardrobe? Call the Fairy Godmother! Who gives a monkeys - Linda is so awesome and glitters 
so brightly over the plot holes that you don’t notice them and anyway, so what? It’s panto, not serious drama - though she has 
done Shakespeare, you know ;) 
 
LEE MEAD. I’m going to say more. I’ve wanted to see him in something for years and never had the time or money and now 
I’m wishing even more that I had done. Such a very handsome handsome prince. I audibly squeaked with joy on my first shift 
when Any Dream Will Do started playing, and I’ve heard so many people in the audience do the same in every show I’ve 
seen since. I’m glad people join in with the ‘ah-ahhhh’s because I certainly can’t help myself and it’s nice not to be alone! 
What a voice and what a star. He puts so many smiles on so many faces. One of the main reasons I do this voluntary 
ushering is because I love seeing audiences happy. Lee is doing a brilliant job with that, let me tell you. And his own big 
smiles at all the applause put a grin on my face, too!  
 



Sam Kane and Mike Doyle. Oh goodness me. My favourite thing about last year’s panto was the deliciously evil Fleshcreep, 
and while Cinderella lacks the same kind of whip-cracking, MWAHAHAHAHAAAAA-ing, black PVC-wearing villain that I 
usually consider a panto staple, these two are so hilariously horrible that I’ve already forgotten why I ever thought that style of 
character so necessary. Mike was one of my highlights from last year’s show, and alongside Sam they’re more than jus t 
double the fun. And the outfits are…wow. AHHHHHH, SHUT YER FACES! 
  

Lee Mead, though! 
  

Andy Jones is such a cute Buttons. I mean I’ve always had a soft spot for Buttons, but aw, he is a good egg. I keep finding 
myself really hoping he gets to be with Cinderella even though I really want her to get her handsome prince, it’s very 
confusing :P He’s so great at getting the kids all joining in, and wow, the FIRE-EATING! Gosh! I got pulled up on stage once 
against my will in this cruel audience participation thing and a very scary man tried to make me do that. I cried and ran away. 
(I was about eight, okay…) 
 

PONIES! REAL LIFE PONIES! The looks of wonder on the kids’ faces and the loud ‘awwwwwwww!’ noise that echoes round 
the auditorium when they come on is so fantastic! LOVE THE PONIES! 
 

If I were not in pantomime, something else I’d rather be… Possibly my favourite five minutes from any show we’ve had at the 
New Theatre all year! You know when I said that sometimes when you see things multiple times they start to drag even if 
they’re great? This part just gets funnier and funnier. I look forward to it through the whole show. ‘Tossing here, tossing 
there…’ *snigger* 
 

Did I mention Lee Mead? 
 

I suppose, in conclusion, I love Cinderella just because it’s so much FUN. I know pantos are always fun. But this one’s SO 
FUN. You can tell the cast are having a great time, the kids are clearly loving it, and there’s more than enough rude jokes and 
eye candy to keep the adults happy too. Sometimes in kids’ shows you can see the mums and dads waiting for it to finish, but 
not in Cinderella. If you haven’t seen it yet, come see! If you have, come see it again!  I always love my job, I feel really lucky 
to be an usher, but I’m enjoying myself extra bucketloads at the moment. I’ll be doing as many shifts as possible over the next 
few weeks and - I never expected to be saying this - wish it had a longer run! 

And here's another good review from the Cardiff Times:    

O 

 

CINDERELLA – NOT YOUR RUN OF THE MILL 

Cinderella – Not Your Run Of The Mill Panto 

▪ We arrived at the New Theatre in good time and sat in our seats, situated in 
the stalls.  We were so pleased with our view, especially with two small 
children in tow. 
Not long after getting cosy another family told us we were in their 
seats.   True to their word and to our annoyance we had to move as we 
realised our seats were situated in the circle.  As we hastily got to our seats and got cosy for the 2nd time the 
seats were actually better that we thought.  The view in the circle was particularly good so we ended up being 
extremely happy after all. 

▪ The show commenced with the very beautiful Linda Lusadi appearing as the Fairy God Mother.  She gets better 
looking as she gets older and although her part had a serious role she also came out with some very funny lines 
and she also held a note really well too. 

▪ The character Buttons then appeared and captivated the audience’s heart for his love for Cinderella.  Secretly, I 
was hoping for a twist as all sorts of surprising things happened in this Panto.  He was extremely entertaining 
and at some points during the show he had you wondering if something had gone wrong during the scene 
because he was struggling to keep a straight face. We were also glad we moved from the stalls because Buttons 
decided to spray the audience several times with water.  There is one part which I will not give away, but the 
entire audience were laughing hysterically with a funny song from Buttons, The Fairy Godmother, The Prince and 
Dandini.   

http://cardiff-times.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/Cinderella-Cast-CBTARR2014-1-2.jpg


▪ The Ugly Sisters, played by Mike Doyle and Sam Cane, were absolutely hilarious.  If I was having a night out, I 

would want them as part of my gang. The innuendos, the songs, the faces they pulled, the jokes, had us in fits of 

laughter.     

▪ The Prince (Lee Mead) played the true gentleman and reminded me of a younger version of Hugh Grant in this 

role.  He looked so charming the role fitted him perfectly and his voice was amazing too. 

▪ Dandini was played by Welsh rugby legend Gareth Thomas, and the audience erupted into cheers when he came 

on stage.  He is so loved by his home crowd.  He came across so relaxed, and a true natural on stage.  There was 

one part that was definitely made for the adults when the ugly sisters tore parts of his clothing off.  Very very 

funny and done in such a way our children found it hilarious too. 

Cinderella was truly wonderful.  Her voice was beautiful and being a Cardiff girl, she made her home town very 
proud.  You really won’t be disappointed seeing this panto version of Cinderella.  It has something for everyone, both 
young and old alike, with many jokes being strictly for the adults, while there’s more than enough slapstick comedy to 
keep the younger audience members entertained.  A must see! 

maggiemay 

Dec 22, 2014 - 10:53PM 

Re: Prince Charming (i.e. Cinderella) **SPOILER ALERT** thread 

Thanks, Greycat 

LynneD 
Dec 22, 2014 - 11:05PM 

Re: Prince Charming (i.e. Cinderella) **SPOILER ALERT** thread 

Thanks for the lovely long reviews Ingrid & Sue.  It sounds as if our Prince Charming is 

having a great time in his latest panto. 

I agree with the comments about the fire-eating & the 'catch-phrase'.   

Thanks for the links to the reviews Greycat. I love the blog. I think she's smitten - like the rest 

of us!!!!!  

 

Maggie Ball 
Dec 24, 2014 - 4:02PM 

Re: Cinderella – Cardiff                                                                                                         

Zack meets Lee 23 December. Lee was very sweet with him and Zack had more fun than it 

looks in the photo. 

 

http://s333.photobucket.com/user/Stanball/media/P1000324A.jpg.html


maggiemay 

Dec 24, 2014 - 9:46PM 

Re: Cinderella - Cardiff 

Lovely photo Maggie, thank you for posting. You must be a very proud 

grandmother. 

Happy Christmas to you and your family. 

Jazzylou 

Dec 24, 2014 - 11:54AM 

Happy Christmas from me (Panto SPOILER pics) 

Hi ladies, 

I'm not posting as much these days but I would like to wish a Happy Christmas to everyone I've 

spent time with or chatted to on events this year. I am still very much enjoying seeing 
everyone and catching up and revelling in the Lee Mead love. I hope to see you all doing more 

of the same in 2015. Happy and healthy new year to all of you xx 

 

A little present from me.... link  BabyItsCold 

And a couple of panto photos for you... 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WpjB_kL_vlw&feature=youtu.be/
http://s719.photobucket.com/user/flirtysomething/media/Lee/SAM_2725_zps4481c055.jpg.html
http://s719.photobucket.com/user/flirtysomething/media/Lee/SAM_2748_zps50df6ece.jpg.html
http://s719.photobucket.com/user/flirtysomething/media/Lee/SAM_2775_zpsa8ad1212.jpg.html
http://s719.photobucket.com/user/flirtysomething/media/Lee/SAM_2766_zps8961f728.jpg.html


 
                                                                               A Prince in his Palace  

Happy Christmas xx 

 
johartuk 

Dec 24, 2014 - 4:12PM 

Re: Happy Christmas from me (Panto SPOILER pics) 

Lovely photos of Lee as the Prince - he looks especially fetching in the cream outfit!   

Merry Christmas to everyone!  

Graziellla 

Dec 24, 2014 - 4:25PM 

Re: Happy Christmas from me (Panto SPOILER pics) 

Thanks so much for sharing Jazzy. 

acer 

Dec 24, 2014 - 4:27PM 

Re: Happy Christmas from me (Panto SPOILER pics) 

Thanks Jazzy I really enjo*** the duet as I wasn't at the concert and would not have heard it. 

Happy Xmas to you Jazzy and everyone on the forum  

maggiemay 

Dec 24, 2014 - 9:39PM 

Re: Happy Christmas from me (Panto SPOILER pics) 

Thanks Jazzy, lovely photos and video, missed your posts on here 

lately. 

Happy Christmas to you and your family.  

maggiemay 

Tanith Panic 

Dec 25, 2014 - 4:01AM 

Re: Happy Christmas from me (Panto SPOILER pics) 

Thanks so much for the treats and Happy Christmas and all the best for 2015! 

http://s719.photobucket.com/user/flirtysomething/media/Lee/SAM_2786_zps3ec53bcf.jpg.html
http://s719.photobucket.com/user/flirtysomething/media/Lee/SAM_2742_zps393eccc6.jpg.html


LynneD 

Dec 26, 2014 - 8:33AM 

Re: Happy Christmas from me (Panto SPOILER pics) 

Thanks for sharing that lovely vid & the panto photos Jazzy. 

Hope you had a lovely Christmas Day & all best wishes to you & your family for 2015.  

 

LynneD 

Dec 26, 2014 - 8:37AM 

Re: Cinderella - Cardiff 

Lovely photo of Lee & your grandson, Maggie. That's typical - as soon as you put a camera in 

front of them they freeze up! Zack not Lee!  

 

Joan 

Dec 29, 2014 - 9:11AM 

Re: Prince Charming (i.e. Cinderella) **SPOILER ALERT** thread 

I love reading everyone's reviews. thank you  

I didn't think that I would make it to panto this time but thanks to the lovely friends that I 

sta*** with over Christmas I got to see it on Saturday evening. 

 

On Christmas eve we made our way to spend Christmas with our friend & her lovely mum. 
On Xmas day she gave us all a scroll announcing that we were all invited to see prince 

charming in Cardiff   

this was her xmas prezzie  to us all.   

 

So, we set off to Cardiff on Saturday 27th Dec with sweet anti****tion. 

When we got there we found out that Gareth would not be performing. 

It turns out that he is in hospital very ill with pneumonia. 

I am sure that we all wish him better soon   

The understudy that pla*** Dandini was very good.  
Although I suspect that the script had been changed to take out the rugby jokes & he didn't 

sing " I'm Sexy" as I heard Gareth did 

 

I was very pleasantly surprised to find that Prince Charming was on stage much more than I 

thought he would be.  

It certainly isn't you cheesy run of the mill panto. Even though it doesn't have the special 

effects & tricks of Lee's previous two panto's 

 

Linda Lusadi hit just the right note as fairy godmother. She had some very funny lines & as she 

wafted through the air on a big silver cloud I had "wicked" memories.   

 

Cinders was lovely. 
 

Can you all tell that I really loved my trip to panto land? 

 

 

 

 



Maggie Ball 

Dec 29, 2014 - 10:41PM 

Re: Prince Charming (i.e. Cinderella) **SPOILER ALERT** thread 

Meant to do this before but Christmas got in the way. Plus, we have a new little grandaughter 

and he daddy has been in hospital (we still dont know what is wrong) so just a few memories of 

this year’s Panto. 

 

On the first visit Sunday after opening night went with two fellow fans. We satarted very early 

and decided to make our way to the Theatre to see if we could catch a glimps of the main 

attraction. We were getting a bit cold and wet when Gareth Jones came along and asked if we 

would like to wait inside of course we said yes!!! Lee came along soon after and we were able 

to have a little chatHe is picking up a bit of Welsh as he called me "my lovely" which is a real 
Cardiff expression my brother in law(from Cardiff) uses it all the time 

About the Panto. Not as good as the last two I must admit although could you have a better 

casting for Prince Charming than our very own Prince Charming. Not keen at all with the "ugly 

sisters" not very funny in my opinion it all seemed a bit strained when they were on. dont know 

who they were aiming at it was a trifle "laverterial" and did not seem to invole the youngsters 

enough. The comedian (dont know his name tried hard but was no Bobby Davro. The Welsh 

audience loved Gareth Jones and the little Cinderella was sweet even if she did sound like Stacy 

from Gavin @ Stacy 

The costumes were lovely especially the Princes and Lee's wonderfull smile which he never 

seems to loose made it all worthwhile. 

Went once again on 23 Dec. took my grandson Zack 5. to his first Panto, Lee had said to bring 

him round before the show and he would say hello but unfortunatly the train was very late 
getting in and we had to dash inside. 

Zack seemed to enjoy it difficult to tell with kids I think he was a bit bewildered. Gareth Jones 

did not appear apparently he is ill so his understudy pla*** the part which was hard for the 

poor chap as most of the jokes were Gareth based. 

We went to the stage door afterwards and explained what hhad happened and Lee vert kindly 

came down and posed for a photo with Zack. It is here on the Forum somewhere Dear Lee he 

really is a special fella. 

I am going to last night, hope I have not spoiled anyone's view of the show. but it is how I felt 

about it. 

Tanith Panic 

Dec 30, 2014 - 5:00AM 

Re: Prince Charming (i.e. Cinderella) **SPOILER ALERT** thread 

Don't worry Maggie, it does say 'spoiler thread' so nobody should be able to complain about any 
secrets revealed on here. I must admit I'd rather Lee had pla*** a 'poor boy makes good' role 

although I'm looking very much forward to seeing him later this week. The trouble with Prince 

Charming is that, having seen the musical 'Into the Woods' I'm always reminded of the words 

of Prince Charming in that production: 'I was raised to be charming, not sincere'. And Bobby 

Davro is one of the rare panto performers who has actually made me laugh out loud. But just 

seeing Lee the Lovely will be worth the trip! 

maggiemay 

Dec 30, 2014 - 6:14PM 

Re: Prince Charming (i.e. Cinderella) **SPOILER ALERT** thread                                          

Fortunately all the tweets I have seen about the panto say 

it is brilliant, looks like it has been a sell out at every performance 

so far. Hoping to catch it before it finishes. 



 

Greycat 

Dec 30, 2014 - 10:46PM 

Re: Prince Charming (i.e. Cinderella) **SPOILER ALERT** thread                                                           

Many thanks for all your reviews ladies! 

It's interesting to read a range of opinions on the panto  

 

joem 

Jan 1, 2015 - 11:05AM 

Re: Prince Charming (i.e. Cinderella) **SPOILER ALERT** thread                                                 
Thank you Ladies for your excellent reviews. I loved the panto and yes, SueC, that breath holding 
time until he actually appeared. By the way, the bruises have nearly gone, lol, only joking  We 
were having hysterics during the slapstick routine, the timing was absolutely spot on, Prince 

Charming didn't miss a single beat with the feather duster, lol, and as for Mr Brown...!   
I was not keen on the lavatorial scene with the Fairy Godmother and Ugly Sisters but I suspect a lot 
of little boys in the audience would have loved the naughty but funny side to it. 
 

I can't wait to see it all again  

Jazzylou 

Jan 1, 2015 - 1:45PM 

Re: Happy Christmas from me (Panto SPOILER pics) 

Wishing everyone a very Happy New Year xx 
 

Thank you to those who took the trouble to comment, I'm glad you enjo*** the photos and 

video. The vid has had lots of views so I hope those of you who didn't post enjo ye d* it too. 

 

I hope everyone gets the chance to see the panto before it closes. 

Meady love to all xx 

acer 

Jan 1, 2015 - 4:10PM 

Re: Happy Christmas from me (Panto SPOILER pics) 

Happy New Year to you Jazzy, I can't get to any concerts now so enjoy any little snippets and 

the video was great please keep it up 2015, 

Happy New Year All x 

joem 

Jan 1, 2015 - 4:56PM 

Re: Happy Christmas from me (Panto SPOILER pics) 

Thanks Jazzy, lovely. I am only today playing catchup with everything. 

 

Happy New Year  

Greycat 

Jan 2, 2015 - 3:27PM 

Re: Prince Charming (i.e. Cinderella) **SPOILER ALERT** thread 

And more audience reviews on Trip Advisor:  

 



Cinderella Tripadvisor     
 
New Theatre, Cardiff 
December-19-14 By Mike Smith 
 
 
One of the delights of not having children is taking other people’s 
little ‘uns to the panto, enjoying their laughs, shouts and often 
chocolate and ice cream induced excitement, without having to try 

to explain the complete weirdness that we have just experienced. 
 
 

Panto doesn’t come any zanier than this year’s festive frolicking at the New Theatre with not only the usual mixture of 
cross-dressing men, double entendre jokes, TV faces alluding to their on screen day jobs but also a former rugby 
international who delights in being as camp as Christmas.  
 
What you can always also rely on from the lovely New Theatre is a show of the highest quality, sumptuous costumes 
and sets, clever  
special effects, a strong cast of performers, thankfully lots of live music and singing and dancing, all of which combines 
to be a delight of live theatre. One of my Christmas treats is just seeing a theatre packed with people of all ages loving a 
performance and not glued to their television of electronic game device. 
The big names of this year’s panto are the now former player Gareth Thomas and former talent show winner and now 
TV soap actor Lee Mead. I have to say I felt a little sorry for Mead as it was clear the former Welsh rugby international 
Thomas was the main local interest as Dandini and rather upstaged Prince Charming whenever they shared the stage. 
The former has the singing voice and boyish charm while Thomas (clearly loving every minute and extremely 
enthusiastic) can make jokes about odd shaped balls, his ‘conversion’, ice skating and show off his tattooed torso. I’m 
not sure if any of the kids in the audiences had a clue what he was going on about but that’s for the parents to explain. 
 
Mead doesn’t really have much to work with as it is a bit of a dull role being the sugary sweet Prince Charming and 
references back to the TV show searching for a new Joseph in the sing-along musical is wearing a bit thin. I don’t watch 
Casualty so maybe he is better known than I realise. Thomas on the other hand has gained fame for challenging the 
heterosexist image of a rugby player but then vamped it up in this show. Were it not for his gym created physique, 
which he shows off in probably the funniest part of the panto, we were in danger of having oodles of gay stereotypes 
reinforced rather than challenged? But then this is panto so not to be taken seriously – I hope. 
 
As Cinderella Holly Bluett plays it straight with no gimmicks, like Mead she has a nice singing voice, is appealing with 
pretty looks and charming acting and proves the perfect counter to the over-the-top ugly sisters. These were played by 
the husband of evergreen Linda Lusardi, our sparkling Fairy Godmother, and panto director Sam Kane and our ever-
popular Mike Doyle. Kane and Doyle were excellent, and they hit just the right level of humour that would appeal to 
adults while also keep the children thoroughly entertained. Again the glue that held the panto together was the lovely 
comedian Andy Jones as Buttons. 
 
It’s best I don’t tell any more of the jokes or spoil the fun such as telling you about the “If I wasn’t in panto” routine so 
just go and grab a ticket and enjoy the seasonal silliness and see the kids enjoying live theatre.  
Until Jan 18 
 

 
Jonesfamily 
Reviewed 26 January 2015 GREAT PANTOMINE 
Excellent cast, everyone great, good entertainment from all, very funny, Mike Doyle should be on t.v. Lovely theatre 
Date of experience: January 2015 
 

gav952 
Amazing 
Cinderella was very talented although there's no mention of her on the bill board think she out shone some of the stars, Gareth 
Thomas was funny and played a great part as did buttons so funny. Think Linda was miming her song tho but still all cast were 
amazing. 
Date of experience: January 2015 
 



graziellla 
Reviewed 7 January 2015 Cinderella at the New Theatre 
If you want to see a "charming" panto go to the New Theatre. This year’s production of Cinderella has all that you could want. Evil 
Stepsisters, Fairy Godmother, Sidekick, a Lovely Cinders and a Gorgeous Prince Charming. Nothing terrible happens so children of 
all ages can love it and appreciate the singing, comedy and costumes. The New Theatre staff are very friendly and helpful. You 
have until January 18th to see it, do so 
Date of experience: December 2014 
 

Jamie R 
Reviewed 5 January 2015 What a great show 
Went as a family party of 11 ranging in ages 9 to 70. Bought as a gift by the grandparents as they always took the grandchildren to 
pantos when they were little, we have never gone out as a family party like this before due to myself and brother not speaking for 
over 20 years. Well we all had a fantastic time and laughed from start to finish. Some of us had never been to a panto before and 
didn't know what to expect, but what an experience a top-class performance by all.  
It was lovely to see people laughing including those on stage and thanks to the show as we all went out of the theatre talking and 
laughing about the it so much, we all decided to go for a drink and plan our families to make it a tradition to come to the 
pantomime every year. 
Date of experience: January 2015 
 

Wolfe07 
Reviewed 2 January 2015 Amazing 
So so good. Alfie was hilarious and Lee Mead a dream. Went with my 8-year-old son and we both thoroughly enjoyed it from 
beginning to end. Everything a panto should be and more. So funny. Great value for money. Could tell you more but I don't want 
to spoil the fun. Go if you can. 
Date of experience: January 2015 
 

TLP7 
Reviewed 30 December 2014 Boxing Day Panto 
A brilliant family panto! A bit disappointed to find out that Gareth Thomas wouldn't be appearing due to illness, but the 
understudy was fantastic and you wouldn't have realised he was stepping in. Very funny for both adults and children - the section 
where some of the cast sing about alternative jobs had us in stitches. Poor Buttons must've been black and blue by the end! 
Beautiful costumes and lovely scenery too. 
Date of experience: December 2014 
 

Redshamrock35 
Reviewed 27 December 2014 Cinderella - Brilliant! 
What a fantastic family pantomime - great pace, humour and singing. What a difference to last year's which lacked the traditional 
family vibe. This offering is superb. Well done to all involved - the cast looked like they were really enjoying it. Totally 
recommended :-) 
Date of experience: December 2014 
 
michelle1979_13 
Reviewed 27 December 2014 Fab cinderella panto 
went with mother in law and 3 children,we all had a brill time had everyone laughing ,the snow falling was unexpected ,the cast 
were really funny will be returning again for another show 
Date of experience: December 2014 
 

Dawn C 
Reviewed 21 December 2014 Brilliant Cinderella New Theatre 
We went to see this Pantomine on Sunday 20th December brilllllllllliant and so very funny. The cast had so much fun that it spilled 
over into the audience and we laughed along with them all the way. 
Cinderella was beautiful a true princess with a stunning voice and truly outstanding. Prince Charming was dare I say charming. The 
fairy godmother was fun fun fun and the ugly step sisters, buttons and ghandini were all very funny. 
A small theatre very noisy and totally fun. I went with 7 people and we all came out with aching stomachs and cheeks from 
laughing so much. 
Date of experience: December 2014 
 

 
abbey1136 

https://www.tripadvisor.co.uk/ShowUserReviews-g186460-d3655248-r246550818-New_Theatre-Cardiff_South_Wales_Wales.html
https://www.tripadvisor.co.uk/ShowUserReviews-g186460-d3655248-r246090058-New_Theatre-Cardiff_South_Wales_Wales.html


Coedkernew,  
United Kingdom 
Amazing! Best panto we've ever seen 
As the title says this panto (Cinderella) was amazing. So funny I didn't stop laughing, all the cast were fab, beautiful costumes & 
sets. Lee Mead - what a man!  
Gareth Thomas - what a body! 
Next years panto has alot to live up to! Well done x 
Date of experience: December 2014 
 

Sandra P 
Llantrisant, null, United Kingdom 
Yet another great panto 
Yet another great panto. Lovely to see do much welsh talent as well. 
Staff are really helpful! 
Did read a comment about to much toilet humor and maybe not suitable, i disagree went with all family of which included my 
children and nieces one of whom is 8 i would be more concerned as a parent if an 8-year-old could understand such inuendo.  
The only think to let it down is the guests that leave their rubbish spread all over the floors, no need for it all. 
Date of experience: December 2014 
 

williamskdn   
Reviewed 20 December 2014 Panto 
Must say really enjoyed the Panto again this year. This is something for the whole family, if you have no children still well worth 
the visit. Brilliant cast and very entertaining. Must say the seat are very comfy. Staff are friendly. New theatre has plenty of good 
shows to go and see throughout the year. I have already booked for next year as I enjoyed that much. 
 

J0444 
Reviewed 19 December 2014 Cinderella, traditional panto - almost!! 
Men in dresses, handsome leading man, pretty leading lady, singing and dancing with a fairy godmother. What is there not to like? 
Date of experience: December 2014 
 

DaddyPig1978 
 Fantastic Cinderella panto 
Took our 6 and 4 year olds here on Saturday 13th to watch Cinderella and It was great fun. All the cast were great and it was as 
much fun for us as it was the kids. Great view from the circle. It was so much better than we had thought it would be. The kids 
were amazed by the whole thing. We will definitely be going back! 
 

chimpmaster 
cardiff 
Reviewed 13 December 2014 Pantomime 
Opening day of the pantomime. Everyone was fantastic. Our grandson is four xmas eve and he was mesmerised. Gareth Thomas 
was great as was Linda Lusardi, Sam Kane, as one of the ugly sisters, Mike Doyle, Lee Mead as Prince Charming. Amazing show 
thoroughly enjoyed it. 

 

Greycat 

Jan 2, 2015 - 3:30PM 

Re: Happy Christmas from me (Panto SPOILER pics) 

Thanks for the video Jazzylou - it brings back happy memories of a great night   

And thanks also for the pics - I won't make it to the panto as it is too far for me to me to travel 

so soon after the Christmas concert, but all photos and reviews are greatly appreciated! 

Sue Farrar 

Jan 2, 2015 - 8:56PM 

Re: Happy Christmas from me (Panto SPOILER pics) 

Just catching up. Thank you for these. Reminders of 2 great...no 3 great nights & one 

afternoon.  



AnnieB 

Jan 3, 2015 - 10:46AM 

Re: Happy Christmas from me (Panto SPOILER pics) 

Thanks Jazzy for the great panto photos, they're really lovely. 

joan 

Jan 4, 2015 - 12:46PM 

Re: Happy Christmas from me (Panto SPOILER pics) 

Lovely Panto photo's Jazzy. 

Thanks for posting them here where everyone can see & enjoy them. 

I only managed one trip to panto this time around & seeing your photo's brought back happy 

memories. 

Unfortunately when I was there Gareth was off ill with double pneumonia & I think some scenes 
were cut 

I haven't watched the vid yet but I will make time today to watch it. 

 

Greycat                                                                                                                                      

Jan 5, 2015 - 6:53PM                                                                                                                 

Re: Cinderella - Cardiff 

I thought it was worth adding a link to this lovely pic of Prince Charming and Cinderella to the 

thread: 

@leemeadofficial @New_Theatre 2 weeks left as Gingerella with Prince Nigel! 

 

 
 

I hope everyone going to the panto in its last couple of weeks enjoys this sight  



 Joan 

Jan 6, 2015 - 11:20AM 

Re: Cinderella - Cardiff 

Lovely photo  Thanks Greycat 

I managed one visit to Panto (thanks to a dear friend )  & I really enjoyed it. 

I hope that we get lot's more reviews & photos from you lucky ladies that are going to the last 

day. 

Tanith Panic 

Jan 7, 2015 - 5:46AM 

Re: Prince Charming (i.e. Cinderella) **SPOILER ALERT** thread 

Back from a wonderful long weekend in Cardiff, and I needn't have worried - THIS Prince 

Charming was both charming AND sincere! As somebody said, there is quite a long wait for his 
entrance but it's so worth it as he's not off stage much after that. His voice was 'posh' without 

being ridiculous, and as somebody else has pointed out, he really can act being in love 

beautifully. There's one part where he's just been dancing with Cinderella and is resting his 

cheek against hers while she's in his arms, that melted me into a little puddle. 

The rest of the cast were good, it amused me how somebody like Gareth who can't sing or 

dance as well as the others managed to perform a whole musical number quite competently. 

The fire-eating incident was irresponsible, but had to confess that I like the jazzed-up Swan 

Lake music they used as an accompaniment. I also liked the Fairy Godmother's song a lot. The 

only things I disliked were the constant toilet references, not because I'm a prude, I have a 

very broad mind but because all those 'poo' jokes become boring very quickly. Although panto 

is for the kids, and it seemed to make them giggle. 

The highlight of the last night, funnily enough, wasn't down to Lee... when the sisters are 
tearing up Cinderella's ticket, a little girl in the audience shouted, genuinely indignant: "You're 

horrible"!  

I think the song Lee and Holly sang was called "I Will Never Let You Down". It was catchy and I 

liked it. 

maggiemay 

Jan 7, 2015 - 11:00PM 

Re: Prince Charming (i.e. Cinderella) **SPOILER ALERT** thread 

Thanks for posting your lovely review Tanith, very much appreciated. 

johartuk 

Jan 8, 2015 - 12:04AM 

Re: Prince Charming (i.e. Cinderella) **SPOILER ALERT** thread                                                       

Love the review Tanith, especially the little girl shouting "You're horrible!"   

Thanks for the name of the song - I youtubed it and it is catchy. 

 

Curly Liz 

Jan 11, 2015 - 11:30AM 

Re: Prince Charming (i.e. Cinderella) **SPOILER ALERT** thread 

Still trying to catch up with everything... 

Many thanks ladies, for all your reviews, photos and links... 



I too, loved the panto. Especially 'Prince Charming'... 

Definitely the best 'Panto Prince Charming' I have ever set eyes on!!!  

(Well! I would say that wouldn't I?  ) 

 

In my 'Adult Mode' though, I felt there were some parts (already described in other posts) that 

were a little unusual to include for a Panto where the audience was predominately children...but 

overall I thought it was a good production, and hope to see it again before the end of the run... 

 

Especially 'Prince Charming'   

joan 

Jan 18, 2015 - 10:52PM 

Re: Cinderella - Cardiff 

Panto is over for another year & it seems that Lee has made friends with the cast & crew yet 

again. 

Sam Kane (Director and ugly sister) posted this lovely message on his FB page. 

 

This has been our home for the last five weeks.  

It has seen thousands of people pass through its doors since December 13th and we say 

goodbye, tomorrow. It's been one of my favourite Panto Seasons of my career. The cast are 

just great. I've made new friends, Lee Mead, Gareth Thomas, Holly Bluett. Actually most of the 

cast will remain friends. This is so rare. If you make one friend every contract, you've done 

well. So to have made so many is almost a miracle.  

Although, The show isn't just about the cast. All of the elements for success and a happy team 

is testament to the whole team at The New Theatre, Cardiff. From the wonderful Box office 
team who are the first faces the public see. The front of house team and auditorium crew, 

usherettes and thus, through to the fantastic backstage crew here. I've laughed so much with 

the guys back stage. Their professionalism and attitude back there is just first class. The crew 

can make or break a season. Thank you lads and lasses. The last time we were here was the 

Millennium year which was also a cracker but this one tops even that.  

Business has been out of this world and my sister on stage and my brother off, my close friend 

Mike Doyle has been just amazing. He is one of very few performers That I've ever worked with 

who can bring me to tears of laughter on stage. I love him dearly.  

The wonderful Lee Mead who has smashed it out of the park every single show vocally. The 

boys voice box is made of Iron. What a lovely, humble and kind man he is. He nailed the part of 

Prince Charming for me. Which, I hasten to add is one of the hardest parts to get right.  

First time out Holly Bluett has grown into such a wonderful and free performer. I love it when a 

girl has naturally funny bones. She has all the elements to be immensely successful and I wish 

her every success.  

Gareth Thomas is a true professional through and through. His ability to learn what we do in a 

crash course is the best I've ever seen in such a short time. His career in the arts will last a 

very long time. Oh. And a nicer more humble man as you'll ever meet. He just so happens to 

be a Welsh International Rugby Legend too.  

I'm not gonna mention everyone as I'm starting to bore myself but I shall finish with my 

beautiful girl whom every year has to put up with me. She is just the best. My wife is an 



incredible actress and such a consummate and brilliant performer. So much experience in front 

of an audience. The quickest sense of humour and the fastest ad libber ever. Almost 30 years’ 

experience as an actress. I'm not one usually for personal sentiment on here but I love her 

unconditionally and I'm so proud to say she's mine. Here's to another success to whoever walks 

this stage next year.  

Thank you to all at The New Theatre. Grant, Matt and Sue at stage door. All of you. It's been 

one to remember. Thank you. Thank you. Thank you. Xx 

johartuk 

Jan 18, 2015 - 11:10PM 

Re: Cinderella - Cardiff 

Aww, that's lovely!  

Ingrid 
Jan 19, 2015 - 3:48PM 

Re: Cinderella - Cardiff 

Thanks for posting Joan. I enjoyed reading it. 

Another Liz 

Jan 19, 2015 - 5:23PM 

Re: Cinderella - Cardiff 

What lovely comments by Sam. 

 

After the final show we spoke to Andy Kane, who played Buttons. He told us he often stood in 

the wings, listening to Lee singing, and was in absolute awe of his voice! He also said what a 

lovely guy Lee is (as if we didn't know that already!). 

 

Oh come on Mr Bravenet, grow up!!!!! 

LCBoniti 

Jan 19, 2015 - 7:28PM 

Re: Cinderella – Cardiff                                                                                                             

Thank you for that Joan and A/Liz. So nice to hear good things.  

 

Another Liz 

Jan 19, 2015 - 9:54PM 

Re: Cinderella - Cardiff 

Oops, apologies to Buttons, who was played by Andy JONES, not Kane!!!  


